### Presidential Election

**Donald Trump (R)**

- **Supports**
  - Education Vouchers that Allow Parents to Choose Public or Private School for their Children
  - Voluntary Prayer in Public Schools and Facilities
  - Prohibiting Public Schools from Allowing Boys to Use Girls’ Bathrooms; and Vice Versa
  - Requiring Female Athletes in Public Schools and Colleges to Compete Against Biological Male Athletes
  - Federal Tuition Tax Credits for Parents who Home School or Send their Child to a Private School
  - Permanent Elimination of the "Death Tax"
  - Appointing Judges Who Will Adhere to a Strict Interpretation of the Constitution

- **Opposes**
  - Further Restrictions on the Right to Keep and Bear Arms
  - Public Funding of Abortions (Such as Govt. Health Benefits and Planned Parenthood)
  - Parental Notification for Abortions by Minors
  - Prohibiting Public Schools from Allowing Boys to Use Girls’ Bathrooms; and Vice Versa
  - Increase Border Security Including Additional Infrastructures

**Joe Biden (D)**

- **Supports**
  - Make Federal Income Tax Cuts Permanent
  - Permanent Elimination of the "Death Tax"
  - Parental Notification for Abortions by Minors
  - Increase Border Security Including Additional Infrastructures
  - The US Should Continue to Support and Stand with the Nation of Israel Against Her Enemies
  - Make Federal Income Tax Cuts Permanent
  - Permanent Elimination of the "Death Tax"
  - Appointing Judges Who Will Adhere to a Strict Interpretation of the Constitution
  - Support Federal Tuition Tax Credits for Parents who Home School or Send their Child to a Private School
  - Support Permanent Elimination of the "Death Tax"
  - Support Appointing Judges Who Will Adhere to a Strict Interpretation of the Constitution

- **Opposes**
  - Further Restrictions on the Right to Keep and Bear Arms
  - Support Public Funding of Abortions (Such as Govt. Health Benefits and Planned Parenthood)
  - Support Parental Notification for Abortions by Minors
  - Support Prohibiting Public Schools from Allowing Boys to Use Girls’ Bathrooms; and Vice Versa
  - Support Increase Border Security Including Additional Infrastructures
  - Support Support the US Should Continue to Support and Stand with the Nation of Israel Against Her Enemies

---

**Kentucky US Senate Election**

**Mitch McConnell (R)**

- **Supports**
  - Make Federal Income Tax Cuts Permanent
  - Permanent Elimination of the "Death Tax"
  - Parental Notification for Abortions by Minors
  - Increase Border Security Including Additional Infrastructures
  - The US Should Continue to Support and Stand with the Nation of Israel Against Her Enemies
  - Make Federal Income Tax Cuts Permanent
  - Permanent Elimination of the "Death Tax"
  - Appointing Judges Who Will Adhere to a Strict Interpretation of the Constitution
  - Support Federal Tuition Tax Credits for Parents who Home School or Send their Child to a Private School
  - Support Permanent Elimination of the "Death Tax"
  - Support Appointing Judges Who Will Adhere to a Strict Interpretation of the Constitution

- **Opposes**
  - Further Restrictions on the Right to Keep and Bear Arms
  - Support Public Funding of Abortions (Such as Govt. Health Benefits and Planned Parenthood)
  - Support Parental Notification for Abortions by Minors
  - Support Prohibiting Public Schools from Allowing Boys to Use Girls’ Bathrooms; and Vice Versa
  - Support Increase Border Security Including Additional Infrastructures
  - Support Support the US Should Continue to Support and Stand with the Nation of Israel Against Her Enemies

**Amy McGrath (D)**

- **Supports**
  - Further Restrictions on the Right to Keep and Bear Arms
  - Support Public Funding of Abortions (Such as Govt. Health Benefits and Planned Parenthood)
  - Support Parental Notification for Abortions by Minors
  - Support Prohibiting Public Schools from Allowing Boys to Use Girls’ Bathrooms; and Vice Versa

- **Opposes**
  - Support Increase Border Security Including Additional Infrastructures
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**Dear friend,**

You are holding one of the most powerful tools Americans have had to impact our society during elections – the Christian Coalition voter guide.

I encourage you to help spread this important information to others by making additional copies for distribution. You can visit our website at cc.org/voterguides to download and print voter guides, as well as forward them to others via email, Facebook and Twitter.

This is a crucial election and too much is at stake for God’s people to sit on the sidelines. Be sure to make your vote count by going to the polls this coming Election Day!

Sincerely,

Roberta Combs
President, Christian Coalition
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**joebiden.com**
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